Industrial Design

GENERAL


JOURNALS

A selection of core periodicals:

Design Issues SER TS171.D44
Design Engineering SER TS1.D43
Form SER TS149.F6
Form (Stockholm, Sweden) SER NK8.F6
Design SER TA175.D38
Innovation SER TS171.A1155
I.D. SER TS1.15155
Design Methods SER TS171.A1D4222
Ergonomics SER TA166.E7
Applied Ergonomics SER TA166.A6
Technological Forecasting and Social Change SER T174.T38

DICTIONARIES AND ENCYCLOPEDIAS


HANDBOOKS AND DIRECTORIES


REF TS23.B84


REF NK1390.G8

Handbook of Human Factors. 2nd ed. New York, J. Wiley, 1997. Areas discussed include human factors function and fundamentals, functional analysis, job organization design, equipment and workplace design, environmental design, design for health and safety, performance modelling, human factors in the design and use of computer systems, and applications of human factors in computer systems.

TA166.H275 1997


TA166.W45


TA166.W57 1992


T50.F36 1994

INDEXES AND ABSTRACTS

Please see the Library’s “Journal Articles & Other Databases” page for access:
http://www.library.carleton.ca/eresources/databases.html

Applied Science and Technology Full Text. 1983- Indexes some design journals.


Artbibliographies Modern. 1984- Indexes journals and books on the history of design since 1800.

Avery Index to Architectural Periodicals. 1934- Includes some articles on design.

Ergonomics Abstracts. 1985- Abstracts international journals in the field of ergonomics.

Ei Engineering Village (Compendex). 1970- The most comprehensive interdisciplinary engineering database in the world.

DESIGN


NK1413.A3B75 2004


NK1394.D47 1991


TS26.G68 2004


REF NA2708.J66


REF NA2708.R49


T385.B25


TA174.S255


TS171.A15


NK1443.AIC36


NK1165.M32


REF NK842.Q4 Bibl .S33


TA174.F75 1994
FORM AND COLOUR


ND1488.K82 1997


TS171.A8 2002

MATERIALS PROCESSES


TS171.A8 2002


TS161.C497


TS183.C74


REF TA402.M33

REF TS183.T63


TS183.F83


TJ230.S8235 1996


REF TA403.4.A84 1994

Provides definitions and explanations of both natural and man-made products.

REF TA402.B73 1997


REF TA402.E53


REF TA403.4.H36 1992

Covers specific metals and alloys, special purpose materials, super conducting materials, and pure metals.
Also contains abbreviations, symbols, and trade names.

REF TA459.M37 1990

Annual. Latest edition in REF.

REF TP1101.M6

PATENTS AND STANDARDS

Please see the Library’s Patent and Standards Subject Guide:
http://www.library.carleton.ca/subjects/patents.html